UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE  
January 16, 2007  
3:00 p.m. – University Union, Havasupai A/B

Agenda

OLD BUSINESS
I. MINUTES OF THE November 28, 2006 MEETING

NEW BUSINESS
I. CONSENT ITEMS

A. COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
1. EMF 251 – Electronic Media Staff Workshop I  
   Course Change – grading option, requisites, description
2. EMF 252 – Electronic Media Mgmt Workshop 2  
   Course Change – grading option, requisites
3. JLS 208 – Fieldwork Experience  
   Course Change – credits
4. JLS 230 – Humor Writing  
   Course Change – offering status
5. POS 159 – Nature and Politics  
   Course Deletion
6. POS 428 – Topics in Public Administration  
   Course Change – prerequisite
7. VC 329 – Typographics  
   Course Change – prerequisite
8. VC 333 – Graphic Design  
   Course Change – prerequisite

B. CONSORTIUM OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
1. HS 305W, 307, 333, 490  
   Course Change – prerequisites

C. Diversity -  
   FOR 270 for US Ethnic Diversity- Fall ’06

D. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND NATURAL SCIENCES
1. EGR 286 – Engineering Design: The Process  
   Course Change – description, requisites
2. CENE 180 – Computer Aided Drafting  
   Course Change – description
3. CENE 251 – Applied Mechanics Statics  
   Course Change – description, requisites
4. CENE 270 – Plane Surveying  
   Course Change – title, description
5. CENE 280 – Environ. Engineering Fundamentals  
   Course Change – corequisite
6. CENE 330 – Air Quality Engineering  
   Course Change – description
7. CENE 332 – Solid and Hazardous Waste Mgmt.  
   Course Change – description, prerequisite
8. CENE 333 – Applied Hydraulics  
   Course Change – description, prerequisite
9. CENE 333L – Applied Hydraulics Lab  
   Course Change – description
10. CENE 376 – Structural Analysis I  
    Course Change – description
11. CENE 386W – Engineering Design: The Methods  
    Course Change – description
12. CENE 418 – Highway Engineering  
    Course Change – description
13. CENE 420 – Traffic Study and Signal  
    Course Change – description, prerequisite
14. CENE 430 – Air Pollution Controls Design  
    Course Change – prerequisite
15. CENE 433 – Hydrology and Flood Control  
    Course Change – description, prerequisite
16. CENE 434 – Water & Waste-Water Units Design  
    Course Change – description
17. CENE 436 – Structural Steel Design  
    Course Change – description
18. CENE 437 – Wood Building Design  
    Course Change – description
19. CENE 438 – Reinforced Concrete Design  
    Course Change – description
20. CENE 476 – Egr Design Porc Lab  
    Course Change – title, description
21. CENE 486C – Engineering Design  
    Course Change – prerequisite
22. STA 473C – Intro to Mathematical Statistics I  
    Course Change – prerequisite
II. ACTION ITEMS

A. COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

1. Minor in Native American Studies  Plan Change
2. BS Applied Indigenous Studies  Plan Change
3. BA Applied Indigenous Studies  Plan Change
4. BSJED  Plan Deletion
5. PRM 221 – Intro to Orienteering  New Course
6. PRM 222 – Search and Rescue Technician II & III  New Course
7. PRM 223 – Intro to Technical Rescue  New Course
8. PRM 224 – Intro to Tracking  New Course
9. PRM 225 – Avalanche Safety Level I  New Course
10. PRM 432 – Intro to Multi-day River Expedition Leadership  New Course

B. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND NATURAL SCIENCES

1. BS Biology  Plan Change
2. BS Exercise Science  Plan Change
3. CENE 150L – Intro to Environ. Engin. Lab  New Course
4. CENE 383L – Geotechnical Engineering I Lab  New Course
5. CENE 383 – Soil Mechanics and Foundations  Course Change – title, description, corequisite
6. CENE 457 – Masonry Design  New Course
7. STA 275 – Statistical Analysis  New Course
8. STA 477 – Time Series Analysis  New Course
9. STA 270 – Applied Statistics  Course Change – description
10. STA 371 – Intermediate Statistics  Course Change – prerequisite
11. STA 471 – Regression Analysis  Course Change – prerequisite
12. STA 472 – Nonparametric Statistics  Course Change – prerequisite
13. BSED Mathematics Secondary  Plan Change
14. BS Mathematics Extended  Plan Change
15. Minor in Mathematics, Secondary Education  Plan Change
16. Minor in Statistics  Plan Change
17. Minor in Mathematics  Plan Change

III. DISCUSSION

A. Curriculum Review of University Course Lines